AMERICAN INDIAN
STUDENT & FAMILY
OPEN HOUSE

- Do you know a native high school or undergraduate student interested in science or medicine?
- Ever wonder what programs and internships Fred Hutch has to offer?

Wednesday, January 23
6:00-7:30pm, Thomas Bldg
Optional Campus Tour: 7:30-8:00pm

Please join us for an evening of great food and conversation at our Open House for American Indian students and families! Hosted by the Science Education department at Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, this catered event is an opportunity for native high school students and undergraduates who are interested in science or medicine to learn about our internships and other programs.

Dinner will be provided. Catered by Hillel Echo-Hawk of Birch Basket, a native-owned company specializing in indigenous foods.

RSVP by Jan 17th: bit.ly/hutch_012319 or; email Liza Ray at eray@fredhutch.org